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INTRODUCTION
Highly sensitive Nucleic Acid Amplification Test (NAAT) is
essential for the detection of pathogens which pose one of the
major threats to public health worldwide. However, most of
the current NAAT assays are based on PCR with the limitation
for application in resource-limited settings. As an alternative
method to PCR, isothermal amplification-based assays are
easy-to-operate processes that rapidly amplify the nucleic
acids at a constant temperature. These methods have been
well-accepted for clinical applications during the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic with several Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
kits approved by the FDA1. More investigations are underway
to further implement and improve these technologies
(e.g., protein engineering, new protein characterization) for
field-deployable molecular diagnostics. Some isothermal
technologies are based on a group of synergistic enzymes
that open DNA duplex without thermocycling, such as HDA2
(helicase-dependent amplification) and RPA3 (recombinase
polymerase amplification). In HDA and RPA technologies, rapid
isothermal amplification depends on the synchronization of
multiple events (duplex unwinding, primer binding, polymerase
extension) with multiple enzymes (enzymes for duplex
unwinding or strand exchange, polymerases, and accessory
proteins). Analyzing duplex opening efficiency and the ratelimiting factors of synchronization events is essential and
fundamental for isothermal amplification optimization.

For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

Currently, the efficiency of one of the most important
events, duplex unwinding, is evaluated through gel-shifting
or fluorescence/radioactive signal change monitoring of the
unwound single-stranded DNA4 (Figure 1). The substrates,
fluorescent-labeled or radioactive-labeled pre-annealed short
oligo duplex (3’-tailed, 5’-tailed, or blunt-end), are typical
design components to study protein kinetics (translocation
direction, speed, etc.). These traditional assay designs
do not consider full aspects of isothermal amplification
conditions and have several limitations. First, assay
substrates’ (duplex) length are too short: generally, less
than 30bp, which is far shorter than isothermal amplicon
(usually about 50-500bp). Second, assay temperature is not
identical to isothermal amplification reaction temperature:
this temperature difference cannot provide accurate
information on protein kinetics at the intended temperature
for isothermal amplification. Furthermore, assay enzyme
mix does not include polymerase: lack of polymerase does
not provide information on the integrated process of duplex
unwinding and strand extension. In summary, the traditional
unwinding assay cannot provide efficiency information of the
multi-events (duplex unwinding, primer binding, polymerase
extension) for assay optimization or reagent quality control
of isothermal amplification.
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PerkinElmer’s LabChip® GX Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer,
a well-established microfluidic platform, has been used to
evaluate nucleic acid fragments based on intercalating dye
detection (DNA 5K/RNA/CZE LabChip® and RNA reagent kit).
By utilizing fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide substrates, the
microfluidic platform can also be applied to assay optimization
in isothermal amplification. In this application note, we design

a new duplex unwinding assay which takes into account
substrate length, isothermal amplification temperature, and
enzyme mix. This assay quantitively analyzes duplex unwinding
efficiency during isothermal amplification by using an evaluation
kit for Fluorescence Fragment Analysis (FFA) analysis on the
LabChip® GX Touch™ Analyzer together with DNA 5K/RNA/CZE
chip (part number 760435).

Study Design Principle
Unwinding study substrates:
3’-tailed duplex

The study design is described as a simple workflow shown
in Figure 2. The substrate is a pre-annealed 110bp DNA
duplex with one strand labeled with fluorescence. The inputs
are prepared with pre-annealed duplex plus fluorescently
labeled primers (20nt or 35nt, binding to an internal sequence
of 110bp duplex) to make the final primer-duplex mixture
with different ratios (for example, primer-to-duplex ratio as
1:1, 2:1 etc.). The reaction mixture includes a polymerase
used in isothermal amplification systems. When the duplex
is unwound, primers can bind to one of the strands of the
duplex, be extended by polymerase, and then produce
fluorescently labeled extended fragments which reflect the
duplex unwinding efficiency. A successful primer extension
event can be considered a functional duplex unwinding event
for isothermal amplification. Therefore, monitoring the primer
extension products instead of unwound oligos is indicative of
isothermal amplification duplex unwinding efficiency.
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Figure 1: Traditional unwinding assay study design. Three types of pre-annealed
short oligo duplex (3’-tailed, 5’-tailed and blunt-end) are used as the study
substrates. The duplex unwinding products, single-stranded DNA/RNA, are
monitored by gel-shifting or fluorescence/radioactive signal change.
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Figure 2: Workflow to measure the efficiency of duplex unwinding during isothermal amplification using fluorescence fragment analysis on LabChip®
GX Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer. (A) Enzymatic reaction setup example of duplex unwinding efficiency evaluation on isothermal amplification mix.
(B) LabChip® electropherogram data example of duplex unwinding efficiency evaluation in isothermal amplification mix.
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The fluorescently labeled single-stranded fragments from the
initial duplex (110nt), primer (20nt or 35nt), partially or fully
extended fragments (around 80nt) are analyzed by LabChip®
GX Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer together with DNA 5K/RNA/
CZE chip and FFA evaluation kit. Without proteins for duplex
unwinding, primers cannot bind to the internal sequence of
target fragment (110bp fragment) so that only the longer
fragment (~110nt) will be detected. With proteins for duplex
unwinding, there will be a synchronization of multiple events
(a recycle process) including the duplex unwinding and
primer binding/extension, resulting in the accumulation of
the extended fragment (~80nt) which is detected together
with the longer fragment (~110nt). As the indicator of doublestrand unwinding efficiency in isothermal amplification, the
extended fragment can be analyzed in two ways: 1) peak area

ratio of the extended fragment to the initial duplex fragment;
2) percentage of the extended fragment which is calculated
as the proportion of peak area of the extended fragment in
total fragments including the extended fragment and the initial
long fragment. For example, when primer-to-duplex ratio is
1:1, without double-strand unwinding process (just like regular
PCR reaction mix), the proportion of the extended product is
around 0% whereas the initial fragment accounts for 100%
(or the ratio of extended to initial fragment is 0); with strand
unwinding process, the proportion of extended product can be
around 50% (or ratio of extended vs. initial fragment is around
1) or more depending on the extra amount of primers and
unwinding efficiency. In this application note, the peak area
ratio of the extended fragment to the initial duplex fragment is
applied for data analysis.

Materials & Methods
Oligonucleotides used in this study are listed in Table 1.
A 110mer pre-annealed duplex was first prepared by a
polymerase extension reaction using 2X Phire Hot Start
II PCR Master (Thermofisher, catalog# F125S) with 3μM
primer (Primer_110) and 2.5μM template (Template_110mer)
in a 20μL reaction under the following thermal cycler
program: 98°C/30sec, 30 cycles (98°C/5sec, 55°C/5sec,
72°C/10 sec), 72°C/1 min following the user manual. The
polymerase extension product was tested for purity on
LabChip® GX Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer (PerkinElmer,
catalog# CLS137031). Excess-amount of primer employed
was to ensure there is no free complement strand (110nt)
in the reaction product. The Primer_80, used in the following
isothermal amplification reaction, can bind to the free
complement strand to generate short fragment (80nt) as false
positive fragments of unwinding event.
tHDA based isothermal amplification reaction was conducted
in a 20μL reaction mixture with IsoAmp® II Universal tHDA Kit
(NEB, catalog# H0110S) by mixing 4mM MgSO4, 40mM NaCl,
1.4μL IsoAmp® dNTP solution, and 1.4μL IsoAmp® Enzyme
Mix with two different primer/duplex preparations: 300nM
primer (Primer_80) and 300nM 110mer duplex; and 300nM
primer (Primer_80) and 150nM duplex. The reaction mixture
was incubated at 65°C for 20 minutes and then inactivated
at 95°C for 5 minutes. IsoAmp® Enzyme Mix was substituted
with water as negative control and Bst DNA Polymerase
Large Fragment (BstLF) (NEB, catalog# M0275S) as the
polymerase control.

RPA based isothermal amplification reaction was conducted
in a 50μL reaction mixture with TwistAmp® Liquid Basic Kit
(TwistDx, catalog# TALQAS01) by mixing 25μL 2x Reaction
Buffer, 5μL 10x Basic E-Mix, 14mM MgOAc, 1.8mM (Total)
dNTP, 2.5μL 20x Core Reaction Mix with two different primer/
duplex preparations: 300nM primer (Primer_80_v2, 35nt) and
300nM 110mer duplex; and 300nM primer (Primer_80_v2) and
150nM 110mer duplex. The reaction mixture was incubated
at 37°C for 20 minutes and then inactivated at 95°C for 5
minutes. 20x Core Reaction Mix (RPA enzyme mix) was
substituted with water as negative control and Bst DNA
Polymerase Large Fragment which is reported with some
activity at 37°C as polymerase control6. In addition, the primer
length preference of RPA-based amplification was tested by
replacing Primer_80_v2 with a 20nt primer (Primer_80) in the
reaction mixture. Nucleic acid purification was performed
using ZR-96 Oligo Clean & Concentrator kit (ZYMO RESEARCH,
catalog# D4062). 100μL oligo binding buffer was first added
to 50μL amplification products, which were then mixed with
400μL ethanol (Sigma, catalog#459828-1L) and transferred
to the Zymo-Spin™ I-96 plate mounted on a collection plate.
After 5-minute centrifugation at 2500xg room temperature, the
column was washed once with 750μL DNA wash buffer and
centrifuged twice at 2500xg room temperature for 5 minutes
to ensure complete removal of the wash buffer. Then the plate
was transferred onto an elution plate and 25μL of water was
added directly to the matrix of each well. In the end, the plate
was centrifuged at 2500g room temperature for 5 minutes
to collect the elute. 3μL of the products were analyzed by
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PerkinElmer’s FFA Evaluation kit following the evaluation user
guide (request from dxsupportamericas@perkinelmer.com
by adding “FFA-” at the beginning of the subject line). Data
analysis was performed using LabChip® GX Reviewer software

(free downloadable from https://www.perkinelmer.com/
lab-products-and-services/resources/labchip-and-optimizersoftware-downloads.html).

Table 1: Sequences of ssDNA templates and oligos.

Name

Sequences (5’ – 3’)

Study

Template_110mer

CACAATCAAATGACACAGACTGTGTGTAGTGTGAAAGTTAATCGAACTG
TTGGAATCTGCACGTTCAGCATAGCTTGCATACAAGAGCGCTCATGAGA
CAATAACACTGA

tHDA/RPA

Primer_80

ATGCAAGCTA/iCy5/TGCTGAACGT

tHDA

Primer_80_v2

ATGCAAGCTA/iCy5/TGCTGAACGTGCAGATTCCAACAGT

RPA

Primer_110

/5Cy5/TCAGTGTTATTGTCTCATGA

tHDA/RPA

Results
Helicase dependent amplification
Helicase-dependent amplification (HDA) relies on the doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) unwinding activity of a helicase to
generate single-stranded templates for primer annealing and
extension by a strand-displacing DNA polymerase4. Higher
dsDNA unwinding activity of the helicase can promote more
template-primer binding and contribute to higher amplification
efficiency and faster reaction. Thermophilic HelicaseDependent Amplification (tHDA) is based on a thermostable
UvrD helicase (TteUvrD) to amplify selectively target
sequences at 60 – 65 °C, which shows improved amplification
sensitivity without the need for the MutL accessory proteins1.
This study was designed to evaluate dsDNA unwinding
efficiency of tHDA system using PerkinElmer’s LabChip® GX
Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer system.
As shown in Figure 3, two peaks are detected when the
tHDA reaction system does not contain enzymes (labeled
as “water”). The initial primer size is observed around 12nt
and the 110nt fragment of dsDNA duplex is observed around
105nt. With enzymes present in the tHDA reaction system,
the extended product (80nt) from dsDNA unwinding event can
be detected around 78nt. When primer-to-duplex ratio is 1:1,

the extended-to-initial fragment ratio is 1.3, which indicates
that most of the 300nM duplex templates are unwound and
most of the 300nM primers can be annealed to the target
strand and extended to 80nt. When primer-to-duplex ratio
is 2:1, the extended-to-initial fragment ratio increases to
2.3 indicating that more duplex structures (either from the
initial templates or extended products) can be unwound
with additional primers. Comparatively, when only BstLF is
present in the tHDA reaction system, the extended product
(~80nt peak) is still visible under both conditions: this peak is
detected at 80.6nt with an extended-to-initial fragment ratio
of 0.2 when the primer-to-duplex ratio is 1:1 and this peak is
not considered as significant when the primer-to-duplex ratio
is 2:1 since the signal is as low as unspecific products. This
result implies that there is a basal level of primer extension
from BstLF considering its strand displacement activity and
the effect of DNA breathing, but the amount of the extended
product is significantly lower without helicase in the system.
Taken together, these data demonstrate that tHDA enzyme
mix can unwind blunt-end dsDNA duplex efficiently and
synchronize duplex unwinding, primer binding, and polymerase
extension in just 20 minutes at defined tHDA isothermal
amplification conditions.
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Figure 3: dsDNA duplex unwinding efficiency study with tHDA using fluorescence fragment analysis on LabChip® GX Touch™ Nucleic
Acid Analyzer. Left panel: primer-to-duplex ratio is 1:1. Right panel: primer-to-duplex ratio is 2:1. The peak area ratio of the extended
short fragment (~80nt) to the initial duplex fragment (110nt template) is labeled on each experiment condition.

Recombinase polymerase amplification
The RPA process operates at 37-42°C and starts when
a recombinase protein uvsX binds to primers forming a
recombinase-primer complex which then initiates a strand
exchange/invasion process to open duplex2. TwistDx
recommends that longer primers of 30-35 nucleotides in length
be used for an optimal RPA reaction, even though primers
as short as 18nt can work in RPA4. This study was designed
to evaluate the strand exchange/invasion efficiency of RPA
system with two different primer designs using PerkinElmer’s
LabChip® GX Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer system.
As shown in Figure 4, mainly two peaks can be detected
when no enzyme is present within the RPA system: primers
(observed at 41nt for 35nt primer, at 13nt for 20nt primer
(data not shown)) and 110nt initial fragments from dsDNA
duplex (observed at 111nt). With RPA enzyme mix, the
extended product 80nt can be detected at around 87nt.
Primer-to-duplex ratio = 1:1
Primer

80nt
Product

110nt
Template

Enzyme

However, the extended-to-initial fragment ratio is only 0.7
under the 20nt primer condition and with multiple small
fragments less than 80nt. Under the 35nt primer condition, the
extended-to-initial fragment ratio is 0.8 when primer-to-duplex
ratio is 1:1, and increases to 2.7 when primer-to-duplex ratio is
2:1. As a comparison, when BstLF polymerase is used without
the recombinase mixture, the amount of polymerase extension
product decreases significantly with an extended-to-initial
fragment ratio of 0.3, which does not increase even when
primer-to-duplex ratio increases to 2:1. These results suggest
that with the strand exchange activity, RPA enzyme mixture
provides higher amplification efficiency compared to BstLF
polymerase, and RPA system has a higher strand exchange
efficiency with longer primers (35nt) compared to short
primers (20nt) in just 20 minutes at defined RPA isothermal
amplification conditions.
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Figure 4: dsDNA duplex strand exchange efficiency study with RPA using fluorescence fragment analysis on LabChip® GX Touch™
Nucleic Acid Analyzer. Left panel: primer-to-duplex ratio is 1:1. Right panel: primer-to-duplex ratio is 2:1. The peak area ratio of the
extended short fragment (~80nt) to the initial duplex fragment (110nt template) is labeled on each experiment condition.
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Summary
In this study, we have demonstrated a new approach to
understand double-strand DNA unwinding efficiency during
isothermal amplification, which is important for assay
development, assay optimization, or enzyme engineering.
LabChip® GX Touch™ Nucleic Acid Analyzer together with
FFA evaluation kit can provide high throughput, rapid
and less hands-on-time analysis on labeled single-strand
fragments comparing to traditional TBE (Tris-Borate-EDTA)Urea PAGE gel. For example, 48 samples with LabChip® on a
96-well plate can be processed within 2.5hrs and the amount
of labeled single-stranded fragments can be quantified,

while it takes at least 4hrs to run 15% TBE-Urea PAGE gel
(20 wells per 2-gel/run, 3 runs) and amounts of singlestranded fragments can only be compared qualitatively. High
throughput sample processing can be applied to understand
many biological processes which can be monitored by
single-stranded DNA or RNA. Together with its user-friendly
software for data analysis, this nucleic acid analysis system
not only can provide high resolution on fragment separation
but also can integrate data visualization and quantification
which simplifies the enzymatic characterization process and
allows for high throughput screening.
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